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Add LED lighting  
to your bath fan with an 
easy-to-install grille 
upgrade kit.

Remove the old grille and 
unplug the motor.

Choose grille springs 
matched to your fan model.  
Left: Factory-installed grille 
springs for fan models: 688, 
671, 678 and 771.  
Right: Replace factory-
installed grille springs with 
larger springs for fan models: 
770, 676, 679 and 683.

Attach the grille to the fan 
housing with one grille 
spring. Plug the motor  
into the pass-through plug 
and the pass-through plug 
into the fan receptacle.

Attach the second grille 
spring to the fan and push 
the grille assembly against 
ceiling. You’re done!Easy  

installation  
steps:

Compatible with these Broan fan models: 
If your grille looks like this Compatible with these models*

Broan: 576, 670, 671, 674, 676, 678, 
679, 680, 683, 684, 688, 689, 770, 
771, 784, 679L, 683L, E050, E070, 
HD50, HD50L, HD80, HD80L

Existing fan housing sizes

7½" x 7¼" and 8" x 8¼"

Compatible with these NuTone fan models: 
If your grille looks like this Compatible with these models*

NuTone: 695, 763, 6950, 50NT, 
684NT, 696N, 696N0, 763N, 80NT, 
HD50LNT, HD50NT, HD80LNT, 
HD80NT

Existing fan housing sizes

7½" x 7¼" and 8" x 8¼"

* No other usage has been tested and authorized by Broan-NuTone LLC. 
For ceiling mount applications only. Visit Broan.com or NuTone.com  
for all compatible models.

In just 5 minutes you can add  
LED lighting to your bathroom. 

Easily convert a non-lighted fan  to a  
fan-light. Effective LED task lighting  
(equivalent 60W).

Stays cleaner longer. Fewer vent slots  
to clean, low-profile, streamlined design.

Fastest bath fan upgrade—5 minute,  
no cut, quick connect install.

Hides existing dry wall cuts—no cutting  
or professional installation required.
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Watch the installation video 
youtu.be/Gzt2OCAM25M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gzt2OCAM25M&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gzt2OCAM25M

